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1 Introduction
This is a proposal to encode two additional mongolian letters that are most
actively used for writing texts in traditional Mongolian writing system. These
letters are at the present partially implemented as variant forms of correspondingly QA, GA. The first letter is Mongolian KE, which is known as feminine
form of QA and second letter is Mongolian GE, which is known as feminine
form of GA.
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Table 1: Forms of KE(QA) and GE(GA).
In current encoding scheme, only final and medial form of GE are encoded
and all other forms of GE, KE (such as initial GE, KE, medial KE) can be
illustrated only through open type font algorithms. On top of that, those currently encoded forms of GE are only as variant of GA (medial form of GE is
second variant by FVS1, whereas final form of GE is fourth variant by FVS3)
implemented. QA, KE, GA, GE are most frequently used characters in Mongol
script, as most of the heading words are started by these letters, all nominal
forms of verb are built by these letters and all long vowels are illustrated by
these letters. To back up our argument, we have done the frequency analysis of
Mongol script letters in our lexical database, which contains 41808 non-inflected
distinct words (lemma), result of our analysis are shown in Table 2.
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Code
point

Occurrence

MONGOLIAN LETTER A

U 1820

44245

MONGOLIAN LETTER I

U 1822

29090

MONGOLIAN LETTER GA

U 182D

11105+16507

MONGOLIAN LETTER E

U 1821

23269

MONGOLIAN LETTER U

U 1824

19942

ᠯ

MONGOLIAN LETTER LA

U 182F

19865

U 1837

18383

U 182C

7069+6243

MONGOLIAN LETTER DA

U 1833

11596

MONGOLIAN LETTER UE

U 1826

10988
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Table 2: Top 10 frequently used letters in Mongol script



Due to its frequent occurrences, almost all font vendors try to implement
KE and GE through open type font algorithms, which would then automatically represent all correct forms. But to display KE and GE properly in all
possible practices (as there are lots of exceptionally written words, such as neutral Mongolian words, special words, foreign and loan words) results in unlimited
number of rules, which in lots of time breaks one another and failure to display
the correct form. To recognize female GA (GE) in all loan words like Aghsin,
Oyu or in foreign (or imported) words like Angli are impossible without checking
whole words. Almost all modern scientific terms are directly transliterated or
transcribed in Mongolian. The reason is, scientific terms are very hard to translate or intentionally not translated to keep precision of the term. How should
we write foreign human or location names that starts one of the GE, KE, QA,
GA letters? The current only possible solution is to release new version of font,
which would then include all open type font rules for newly recognized patterns
or even words. Also, to recognize pattern correctly and writing contextual rules
are quite complex [L2/14-031]. It’s the main reason why all Mongolian fonts are
so heterogeneous and incomplete. Such inconsistency of fonts leads to the instability of encoding in turn. Let us assume, we want to write
”Bicig” meaning



of ”Script” in English as representative sample of Mongolian neutral words. This
word will be typed as ’bicig’. There are many fonts that have implemented rules
to recognize ’bicig’ and display the correct final form of GE ( ). But of course,
there are many fonts that haven’t implemented the rules. In such cases, the
user will have to type as ’bicig’ + FVS1/FVS2 to display the correct final form
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of GE, otherwise without any free variation selector will be incorrect word

displayed. This is very common scenario and highly destabilizes the encoding.

Figure 1: Font mismatches
From above table, we can easily conclude that users would ignore to type
free variation selectors, if they use ”Noto Sans Mongolian” or ”Menksoft” fonts.
”Mongolian Script” font users have to type FVS1 after GA but ”Mongolian
Baiti” fonts users must type FVS2 to get proper results. The correct input
sequence is displayed in middle row highlighted in table 1 as in clearly specified in Unicode standard, that we use FVS1 for feminine GA. The ”Noto Sans
Mongolian” font represents all input sequences correctly. However, it’s not recommended to type users anything without consideration. The reason, why some
font developers implement such rules to shape automatically, is in every text
processing software, which shows the preview of ”Mongol Bicig” in font select
menu, ” ” is represented incorrectly as ” ”. The scenario is illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2: Preview in font selection menu
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Mongolian users feel very unconfident while writing GA, QA in neutral and
feminine words, as the representation of this character is totally font dependent
and really unpredictable how it will displayed. These problems are clearly solved
by introducing KE, GE separately from QA and GA.
It can be confusing to understand GE, KE are letters or characters. They
are letter, as both represent a sound in speech and both are taught as individual letters in almost all Mongolian alphabet tables. The Mongolian letter KE
represents [k], whereas the Mongolian letter QA represents the [q]. Mongolian
letter GE represents [g], whereas GA represents [�]. The details on form of these
letters are designed in [Mongolian aesthetics]. We attached some alphabet tables
as example in section ”Figures”. The recommended alphabet table in Mongolia
is the table defined in ”The School Textbook for Mongolian Script”, which is
printed in 1986 by Dr. Prof. Choi. Luvsanjav.
Here is the translation of a few snippets of text from the book.
”The Mongolian script has thirty-two letters: seven vowels and twenty-five
consonants. Twenty consonants are used for Mongolian speech sounds while five
consonants such as f, z, c, k and h for foreign language sounds. The consonants
are: (See blue mark in figure 10)
Thus, seven vowels and twenty consonants in total twenty-seven letters are
sufficient to represent Mongolian sounds* (See red mark 2 in figure 10). *A
consideration of GA and KE as QA only and GA and GE as GA only, will
make the number of consonants eighteen. A consideration to remove NGA and
LHA due to compound letters, will make the number of consonants sixteen. A
consideration to add five letters for foreign words, the number of consonants
will add up to twenty-one. Then with the seven vowels, it will be twenty-eight
letters in the Mongolian alphabetical order. Twelve syllable closing consonants:
2. GA (ГА). Medial form is and final form is
when it closes syllable. For
example:  (тагтаг-а),  (цаг) (See red mark 3 in figure 10)
3. GE (ГЭ). Medial form is and final form is when it closes syllable. (See
red mark 4 in figure 10)”
In 1995, Choi. Luvsanjav, Ts. Shagdarsuren, O. Chilkhaasuren also proposed1 to encode KE, GE separately in the Mongolian transliteration and transcription table. (See figure 13) However, the table did not provide any explanation why KE and GE should be considered as separate letters. We met Prof.
Dr. Ts. Shagdarsuren to ask about his argument in 10 September 2018. He
developed the following arguments.




1. KE and GE letters are graphically different from QA and GA letters. They
must be considered systematically in contrast with QA and GA.
2. KE and GE must not be encoded with same code. GE can close syllables
but KE never closes syllables. According to Mongolian phonetic law, there
must be only KE when a feminine syllable is closed by d or s consonant.
For example, when one writes ”beledkebe” (in English prepared) the user
must not write ”G” instead of ”K”.
1 https://www.unicode.org/L2/topical/mongolian/mnism19931214.pdf
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In our study on the Mongolian transliteration, we have identified the four
letters are considered always as individual letters. For the registration of all
bibliographic items, almost all universities and libraries use the VladimirtsovMostaert system (V-M), which is the only transliteration system for the Mongolian vertical script which is used commonly throughout Mongolian studies worldwide2 . These letters are also considered as individual letters in VladimirtsovMostaert system (V-M)3 .

2 Why is an additional encoding necessary?
Let us trace the KE and GE in the history of Mongolian Linguistics. In the
first Mongolian grammar ”Jirüken-ü tolta” written by Saskiya Pandita (1243),
in his Mongol script alphabet, ”QA”, ”KE”, ”GA”, ”GE” are described with
independent letters [2]. Cosgi Odser also follow Saskiya Pandita on the KE and
GE [3]. Later Mongolian linguists explain that Saskiya Pandita counted eighteen
consonant letters including QA as Q, KE as K, GA as γ and GE as G as four
independent letters [4] [5] [7].
The unification of KE and GE, QA and GA is one of the most critical defects
of Mongolian Unicode architecture, which has to be fixed urgently. The letter
QA/GA occurs only in masculine words and KE/GE in feminine or neutral
words but the concept of word gender is grammatical term. Grammatically,
QA and KE, GA and GE could be same, but orthographically they are totally
different.
The following benefits arise by the additional encoding of these letters.
• The font implementation will be simplified significantly.
At the moment, immaculate and well functioning Mongolian font does not
(also cannot) exist at all, due to number of open type font rules needs to
be written to solve the problem. If the syllable structure of Mongol script
is followed strictly and there exist not a single, or with very few well known
exception, then it would have been totally fine to solve it through open
type font rules. Unfortunately there exist too many exceptional cases that
are not included in the syllable structure, which then leads to unlimited
number of font rules. By separating KE, GE from QA, GA and encoding
them additionally, the number of rules will be significantly reduced. Currently, ”MongolianScript” font from Bolorsoft contains more than hundred
contextual rules for automatic determination of GE, KE, which is still far
from completion. The ”Mongolian Baiti” font includes definitively several
hundred rules just for this reason.
• Due to required entangled contextual rules and deep embedded linguistic
knowledge, currently only limited numbers of font developers are involved
2 https://collab.its.virginia.edu/wiki/tibetan-script/Transliteration%
20Schemes%20for%20Mongolian%20Vertical%20Script.html
3 http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/romanization/mongolia.pdf
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Figure 3: From contextual rules of MongolianScript font in VOLT
with Mongol script font development. But by separating and additionally
encoding those 2 letters, complexity will be significantly reduced. Thus, it
will make Mongol script attractive for wider circle of font developers and
shall result in more fonts.
• Usage of free variation selectors will be decreased. Currently, all three
variation selectors are used only for QA, GA, NA letters. The fourth medial variant of NA is not used in practice. Therefore, by separating and
additionally encoding those 2 letters, FVS3 will be eliminated.
• The non-interoperability of different implementations and fonts will be
dramatically reduced. Any issues, caused in it by an unstable stream of
patches with unstable rationales will be removed.
• It will be easier for end users to memorize written Mongolian words by
typing these letters explicitly.

3 Can one grapheme be used for both letters?



No, absolutely not. They are different letters. The usage, transliteration, transcription are different. Even forms are slightly different. See [Mongolian aesthetics]. The differences are clearly recognizable, if two characters shall be written
after each other. For example,
If these characters are merged into one grapheme, then it will break current
encoding model.
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4 Can Ali Gali KA (U+1889) used at least as
KE?
The KE letter in Ali Kali system is devoted to describe Sanskrit ”KHA” and
Tibetan ”KA”. This means ALI GALI KA is used to indicate masculine words.
We can find it in the following examples.
• Mo. gandarvis (BT 161b.10) < skr. Gandhārva
• Mo. kandig (Burq. 19a.7) < skr. Kanthaka
• Mo. galab (Burq.3a.20, 62a) < skr. Kalba
• Mo. gšan (Burq. 26a) < Skr. Ksana
• Mo. agaru (Burq.46b) < Skr. Aparu4
In the eighth part titled Ambiguous names of his Mongolian grammar Mongγol üsüg-ün γool yosun-i todadqaγči toli, Delegjungnai writes that to write nüken
one should use ü with long teeth in the form to start a word, and to write lüge
ü without a long teeth (silbi ügei) in the middle form. However, their gender
division can be identified in the context with partnering letters (neren-ü doturaki
nökor-iyer medekü).” Nüken is a word which means a whole, lüge is a case suffix.
In the case of lüge, partnering letters in the word is GE. This GE in lüge helps
to identify the belly indicates u but ü. Thus, GE is used as a key consonant to
identify that lüge is a feminine word [8].
If current model had KE, GE separately encoded from QA, GA, it is unlikely
that Ali Gali KA would have been ever defined. It is more likely to assume that
KE would be used as Ali Gali KA. We would not believe that works in reversed
way. If it is strictly necessary to reuse Ali Gali KA as Mongolian KE then this
character has to be completely redefined and renamed. It is absolutely necessary
to freeze all characters in Mongolian sub block and maybe allow usage in derived
sub blocks like Todo, Manchu, Shibe, Buriat, Ali Gali but not vice versa. Not a
character, which is taken from derived sub block (Todo, Manchu etc.), should
be used in basic block (Mongolian).

5 Unicode Properties
KE and GE both are consonant letters, which indicate feminine Mongolian
word. We suggest encoding the proposed character KE at U+1879 and GE at
U+187A, which are the first reserved spaces after the basic Mongolian letters.
The suggested first character name is ”MONGOLIAN LETTER KE”, which
describes speech of k and suggested second character name is ”MONGOLIAN
LETTER GE”, which describes speech of g. The proposed letters have following
positional forms.
4 BT stands for Bodhicaryāvatar-yin tayilburi. Burq. means Twelve deeds of Buddha
(Burqan-u arban qoyra jokiyanggui uiles) [6].
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1879

MONGOLIAN LETTER KE
Initial form
Medial form

Final form
187A

MONGOLIAN LETTER GE
Initial form
Medial form

Final form

There exist no final form of KE, as it belongs to non-closing consonants (ülü
debiskerlekü), therefore it has to be followed by a vowel. Nevertheless, a final
form of a character is needed to display at the writing moment in computer
system. Thus, we can define the final form as a medial like form, which builds
user’s intuitiveness to type something after that. This practice could be applied generally for every final positional form, which is not defined in Unicode
standard (shown in standard as ).
Figure 4 shows the visual differences of these two letters.

Figure 4: Differences between two letters
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5.1 UCD Properties
1879;MONGOLIAN LETTER KE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
Line break: AL
Joining type: D (Dual Joining)
Script: Mongolian
187A;MONGOLIAN LETTER GE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
Line break: AL
Joining type: D (Dual Joining)
Script: Mongolian

6 Note on collation
The alphabetical order of MONGOLIAN LETTER KE is equal to the order
of MONGOLIAN LETTER QA and the order of MONGOLIAN LETTER GE
is exactly same as the order of MONGOLIAN LETTER GA. Therefore, the
collation algorithms should handle KE identical as QA and GE identical as GA.
It is analog to German collation for umlaut letters, such as ”ä” is equal to the
”a”, ”ö” is equal to the ”o”, ”ü” is equal to the ”u” and ”ß” is same as ”ss”. Such
equations are well known common practice for collation algorithms.
Sequentially, MONGOLIAN LETTER KE is located after MONGOLIAN
LETTER QA, MONGOLIAN LETTER GE is placed just after MONGOLIAN
LETTER GA. See figure 10.
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Continued on next page
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36.
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Table 3: Mongolian alphabet in sequential order
The following table shows the alphabetical sorting of some Mongolian words,
which contains QA, GA, KE, GE letters.
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Table 4: Example of alphabetical sorting
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7 Figures

Figure 5: From the Jirüken-ü tolta-yin tayilburi [1]

Figure 6: Alphabet table on [15]
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Figure 7: Alphabet table on [9]
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Figure 8: Alphabet table on [10]
13

14
Figure 9: Alphabet table on [11]

Figure 10: Alphabet table on school book [12]
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Figure 11: Alphabet table on [13]
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Figure 12: Alphabet table on [14]
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Figure 13: Annex A1 of ISO_CD 14522

18

19
Figure 14: Annex A2 of ISO_CD 14522
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